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M es sage fr om t he pr es ide nt
May 5, 2019
Dear Families Forward Charlotte friends,
Over the last two years, we have learned a great deal from the families we have served, our volunteer
Family Liaisons, and the existing organizations and community leaders who share similar missions and
values. As we outline in this report, we have had many successes, including:
• Connecting 35 impoverished families with a volunteer Family Liaison
• Helping families set life goals and create an action plan for their goals
• Hosting 9 workshops that were made accessible by providing transportation,
childcare and meals
• Connecting families with existing resources in the community
• Providing 2000+ Weekend Food Packs to food-insecure families
• Supplying 100+ baskets filled with toiletries, cleaning supplies, seasonal
items, and grocery gift cards
• Providing 7 families with a deposit to move into housing, paid for 2
certifications so parents can return to work, and funded $15,000+ in other
essentials needs.
The families in our program have been appreciative of the assistance, essential supplies, food packs, and
gifts, but the most common thread in our surveys of families’ reactions to our program is how thankful
they are for simply having someone in their corner that cares about them. Many of the connections we
have made will continue as we work to increase the social capital of local families. By connecting families
with mentors, we have built bridges across both racial and socioeconomic segregation in Charlotte. Our
volunteer Family Liaisons model exemplifies what it truly means to be a neighbor - the possibilities are
endless.
We are grateful for the support of our community, our friends, our families, and everyone who has had a
hand in making FFC a reality. But there is so much more to do! We are excited about what we can
accomplish now that we have two years of experience and a greatly expanded network of community
support. We have set a goal of extending our reach to 150 families over the next three years as well as
tackling a major issue facing the Charlotte community which will be outlined in detail over the next year.
With this in mind, we tasked our board to charter a committee to develop a comprehensive 2022 strategic
plan. After months of intense exploration and honest assessment, our board voted in May 2019 on the
final plan. I believe this plan defines an exciting next phase for Families Forward and provides a detailed
roadmap for our agency as we endeavor to make significant contributions to our mission of improving
economic mobility in our area.
Sincerely,

Carrie Christian
President/Founder
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INTR OD UCT I ON
In November 2018, the FFC Board of Directors and Advisory Board decided that an updated and
forward-thinking Strategic Plan was needed to provide a roadmap to guide priority focus and actions
for FFC that are in line with its mission of easing the burdens of poverty on families in Mecklenburg
County.
The FFC board tasked a cross-functional group of board members to develop a planning framework
for the development of a 2022 Strategic Plan that expands the reach of the Agency to a 2022 target
of 150 families. This plan is to be completed and ready for full board ratification by May 2019. A
sub-committee was chartered to research and develop meaningful metrics and measures to monitor
Agency effectiveness and continue to build tacit knowledge as subject matter experts on poverty in
Mecklenburg County.
This process was to be highly collaborative pulling upon the strengths and diverse professional
experience of its members while providing the appropriate time to conduct an honest and
comprehensive assessment of the Agency, its family services model, and effectiveness of delivery of
services. A SWOT analysis was to be performed as both an internal and external environmental scan
to ensure all forces and strengths are considered. Learning’s from other successful nonprofits were
to be included to build intelligence.
The committee was to glean important lessons from all exercises while distilling down succinct
year-by-year priorities, metrics and a sequenced plan of action that ensures continuous
improvement in expanding FFC’s reach.
The following information captures the committee’s efforts and final plan that is to provide a
roadmap for the Agency to 2022.
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OVER VIEW OF T HE STR AT EG IC PLANNI NG PR OC ESS
The process adopted by the FFC Board of Directors in collaboration with the FFC Advisory Board in
the development of a three-year Strategic Plan for implementation from 2019-2022 included five
phases and sessions.

Session I:
Planning
and Prework

Session II:
SWOT Analysis

•
•
•
•

Review and Agreement on Strategic Planning Process
Key Issues Development
Committee Meeting Commitments
Planning Timeline and Session Roadmap

• Conduct a SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)
– Internal and External
• Lessons from Family Survey Assessment
• Family Service Model Assessment/Adjustments – Lessons from External
Case Studies of Like Organizations
• Audit/Alignment of FFC Vision, Mission and Values

Session III:
2022 Goals
and Priorities

• Set 2022 Organizational Target for Number of Families Served
• Gain Alignment on FFC Contribution to Improve Economic Mobility in
Mecklenburg County
• Top 3-5 Priority Initiatives for Years 1-2-3, Deployment Plan of Agreed
Upon Services
• Set Goals, Targets and Measures by Year

Session IV:
Organizational
Structure and
Resource Plan

•
•
•
•

Create Draft Organizational Structure for Years 1-2-3
Reassign Roles and Responsibilities of Existing Chairs and Volunteers
Identify Current and Future Resource Planning Needs
Draft Executive Director, Fulltime Resource Roles for Years 1-2-3

Session V:
Final Draft and
Governance

•
•
•
•
•

Final Draft of Strategic Plan
Process for Strategic Plan Enactment, Review and Refinement
Framework for Overall FFC Organizational Management Process
Board Governance – Schedules, Procedures, Agendas, Metrics
Final Board Vote to Ratify The Strategic Plan
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PLANNING SE SS I ON SUMM AR IE S
Planning Session I
This first session included the formation of the Strategic Planning Committee. It was used as a kick
off point to gain consensus and alignment on a strategic plan process. Members first agreed on a
formal set of “commitments” and procedures to effectively manage session debates and
discussions. A formal list was developed on plan expectations and key components. A
brainstorming exercise was conducted to determine the top issues facing the organization today to
use as a reference throughout proceedings along with a list of strategic questions to be answered
throughout this process. The committee reviewed and approved a framework for a formal FFC
Strategic Planning Process, proposed format and timeline.

Planning Session II
This session was focused on providing the committee with vital information and a rigorous, internal
assessment to gain consensus on FFC’s current effectiveness and that of the larger family
challenge. Data and reports were reviewed regarding poverty in Mecklenburg along with findings
from Charlotte-Mecklenburg Opportunity Task Force that cited key themes of early care, education,
college and career readiness, child and family stability along with two factors that cut across all
three determinants – (1) the impact of segregation and (2) social capital, the relationships that
people have that can connect them to opportunities. The committee endeavored to cross reference
these findings with that of the basic model of services from FFC. An assessment was conducted of
FFC’s Vision, Mission and Stated Values. Individual family assessment feedback was reviewed for
key trends. A host family representative attended to provide additional feedback and clarity. A
scoring assessment was developed to measure the committee’s view on the effectiveness of FFC’s
family service model. Finally, a SWOT analysis exercise was conducted as an environmental scan of
the Agency’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats with the objective of enabling the
committee to thoughtfully move to session III.
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Planning Session III
With the base of information and outcomes from Planning Session II, the committee moved to begin
the forward-thinking process and the possibilities for FFC in the future. Further expansion was
agreed upon as a logical next step to advance the reach of FFC against the mission. A future target
was set for 2022 with a goal of 150 families serviced as a building off point. A year-by-year
progression of targets was developed. Ideas and possibilities were debated for expanding services,
the corresponding organizational impact by increasing the number of support families, as well as
targeting other geographic zones. The session moved to sub-team break out exercises. Each team
followed a process to draft a set of priorities by year out to 2022. Proposed priorities were to be
developed with an aim toward progressive and sequential steps that closed the gaps to achieve the
2022 goals. Organizational structure, resources, fund raising, recruitment, education, training and
program development were all part of the scope. Team presentations were conducted with the full
committee for feedback.

Planning Session IV
During this session, the committee transitioned to multi-voting down a set of sequential priorities
that build out the FFC organization to 2022. A “future” organizational structure was crafted to define
functional area roles and responsibilities and to aid in the distribution of resources. This new
structure would also be used for future assigning of priorities as place holders. The committee
moved to defining the most vital recruitment hires in line with executing on the strategic plan.

Planning Session V
The final draft of the Strategic Plan was reviewed and approved to send for a full board vote. The
plan was unanimously approved and ratified by the board in this session. A framework for a strategic
plan management process was approved to embed the plan into normal board governance. This
process was also adopted to provide a standard uniform cadence of ongoing plan reviews to ensure
progress and actions against the stated priorities.
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OVER VIEW OF T HE 201 9 - 20 22 STR AT EG IC PLAN
A. Vision and Mission Statements
The board and founder adopted the FFC vision and mission statement in 2017 that was to guide the
Agency’s work over the coming years. During this strategic planning process, the committee deemed
it important to revisit these statements to ensure relevancy and organizational alignment of new
strategic priorities. Unanimously, the planning committee felt the statements were accurate, highly
relevant and provided appropriate direction and guidance.

Why do we exist?

Our VISION
We envision our city's children and families living free of the
challenges of poverty.

Our MISSION
Families Forward Charlotte partners with families living in poverty
in Mecklenburg County, NC. We provide individualized mentoring,
educational opportunities and essential support as we walk
alongside each family on their journey toward long-term stability
and economic mobility.

Our Vision keeps us
mindful of what our efforts
and those of other
agencies and groups can
bring about.
Our Mission articulates
our reason for being and
provides the inspiration
and direction for doing the
work of helping families in
need in the county.

B. Core Values Statements and Principles

Our CORE VALUES
The Principles that Guide Us

COMMUNITY
We are proud of our city and recognize that real leadership is derived by service to others and to all
future generations.

EMPATHY
Our true passion is to help reduce the impact of poverty on our neighbors.

InTEGRITY
We believe in openness and accountability. This approach will enhance our relationships with
clients and donors.

Families Forward Charlotte
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C. Organizational Environmental Scan (SWOT)
The strategic planning process included a detailed assessment of the Agency’s strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT). The findings and outputs from this exercise were
synthesized into key themes and issues to be addressed through development of strategic
priorities. Strengths included our innovative Family Liaison Model, dedicated volunteers, and strong
networks. Areas of opportunity included time and resources, corporate partnerships, outreach
programs, metrics, and organizational design needed to meet the goal of 150 families by 2022.

SWOT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Strengths
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Dedicated leader
Fundraising efforts
Local volunteer opportunities
Dedicated volunteers
Financial support for families
Compelling mission statement
Strong networks
Liaison model
Uniqueness to connect adults across social
and economic barriers
Alignment of goals with Hornet’s Nest
Commitment of organization
Ability to connect with community leaders
Customization to families
Good long-term relationships between
families and liaisons
Accessibility of program to families (meeting
them where they are)
Building personal relationships

weaknesses
1. Time
2. Lack of corporate/community partners and
outreach and development
3. Lack of volunteers for all the tasks
4. Vetting process and training of families and
liaisons
5. Recruitment of liaisons
6. Lack of volunteer opportunities
7. Capturing liaisons’ experiences
8. No paid admin staff
9. Low brand recognition
10. Lack of consistent or detailed planned
programming
11. Lack of marketing plan for both corporations
and individuals
12. Lack of metrics

opportu nities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

150,000 people in poverty in CLT
Connecting to like services
Uniqueness, marketing and brand awareness
Social enterprise
Getting into affordable housing
Innovative idea for solving transportation
issues
7. Child care
8. Institutionalizing the liaison framework
9. Researching infrastructures that already exist
10. Corporate partnerships
11. Connecting to other non-profits
1 2 . Volunteer base
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threats
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Non-profit fatigue
Political landscape
Legal
Negative marketing
Economy/lack of funding
Lack of education for families and the public
Risk and compliance
Clear metrics and demonstrating value
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Family liaison model
The FFC Liaison Model was identified as a strong factor in the Agency’s success and is modeled
around direct family interaction for maxium impact.
Family Liaisons are individuals, families, or small teams of local community volunteers who make a
direct impact on Charlotte through culivating relationships with families who demonstrate a strong
need for change. Through this volunteer role, Family Liaisons support families by
helping them set life goals and guiding them through their journey toward long-term stability.
Institutionalizing the Liaison model for wider implementation was viewed by the committee as a
distinct advantage to join forces with other local agencies to improve the Charlotte area’s economic
mobility standing in the U.S.
To meet the Agency’s long-term goal of 150 families by 2022, this core family function will be
targeted for additional program development, recruitment and training efforts.

“Families Forward Charlotte is creating real change in the community for families living in
poverty. By investing in people, building authentic relationships, and practicing
compassionate accountability, FFC can help transform the city into a place where
everybody has the opportunity to flourish.”
Andy Krafft – FFC Fundraising Chair and Family Liaison
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Future organizational structure
The planning committee created a futuristic organizational design to provide the appropriate
organized structure to coordinate and focus all Agency work streams for increased efficiencies.
Resources will be added in alignment with the Strategic Plan requirements and added talent is
included in Family Assistance, Fundraising, Communications/Marketing and Community
Partnerships.

2019 ORGANIZATIONAL desi gn
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Strategic areas of focus
The findings, assessment of Vision, Mission and Values, case studies, and family surveys/interviews
were analyzed to narrow the focus of strategic issues facing FFC. The organization wide SWOT
analysis and scored audit assessment of the FFC service model revealed key dynamics that can
impact the Agency’s ability to execute its mission with sustainable community impact. As a result,
the committee identified five core areas for the development of Strategic Priorities to meet its longterm goals.

Top 5 strategic foc us areas
1.

Reorganization/Restructure and Realignment

2. Institutionalizing of the Family Liaison Model
3. Recruitment, Training, Orientation of Family Liaisons
4. Full-Time Staffing, Resources, and Leadership
5. Advance Sponsorship and Fundraising Programs

Families Forward Charlotte
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Strategic goals
To organize and focus the FFC organization on achieving its future mission, the committee
conducted an exercise to define specific goals to achieve by 2022. These important goals will act as
forward-thinking guide posts the Agency can use to navigate and assess progress.
With 2022 goals set, the next work session was organized into breakout team exercises. The task
was to consider all information shared in the process and begin to define the top 3-5 Strategic
Priorities to span the next three years. Team presentations were conducted for full committee
debate and agreement. A final draft of Strategic Priorities by year was reached by the committee.
Planning Session 4 was organized to conduct one final review and edit of priorities by year to ensure
progressive alignment to the 2022 agency goals. Each priority was reviewed and assigned to a
functional group based on the “future” organizational structure.

2019 -2022 strategic goals
By 2022, we endeavor to:
Goal #1:
Expand Agency impact and reach over 150 families in Mecklenburg County.
Goal #2:
Continue school partnerships with Hornets Nest Elementary School and Oakhurst STEAM
Academy while expanding school partnerships to include Rama Road Elementary, Ranson Middle
School, and other Northlake-area schools.
Goal #3:
Become a strong, recognized voice on community poverty.
Goal #4:
Build a strong network of corporate and community partners.

Families Forward Charlotte
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Strategic priorities: Year one
July 2019 to June 2020

Goal: Serve a total of 30 families, including five families at Oakhurst STEAM
Academy, five families at Rama Road Elementary, and twenty families at
Northlake-area schools

PRIORITY area

Analysis and
Definition of
Operating
Structure

External Service
Model

DELIVERABLE
a. Determine functions needed

Strategic Planning Committee

b. Determine capabilities needed

Strategic Planning Committee

c. Map current resources to new structure

Strategic Planning Committee

d. Define hiring or recruitment gaps

Strategic Planning Committee

e. Hire ED plan of attack

President, Board of Directors

f. Chart a subcommittee to develop agency
metrics for internal and external
environments

Strategic Planning Committee

a. Create marketing tools for corporate
partnerships
b. Create marketing tools for nonprofit
organization partnerships
c. Create marketing tools for community
partnerships
a. Playbooks, Subject Matter Expert (SME)
Liaison

Internal Service
Model

Ideas and
Innovation

Families Forward Charlotte
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GROUP ASSIGNED

b. Family Liaison Development, including
recruiting, vetting, training, manuals
c. Defining metrics for family success,
effectiveness of implementation training,
Family Liaison engagement
d. Evaluate all sources for Weekend Food
Packs

a. New Innovation Idea

Fundraising Chair
Communications/Marketing
Chair
Community Partnerships Chair

FAP Chair
FAP Committee
Metrics Committee
Community Partnership Chair,
Weekend Food Packs Chair

Innovation Committee
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Strategic priorities: Year two
July 2020 to June 2021

Year two of the Strategic Plan marks a significant milestone for FFC as the first round of full-time
staffing is planned. An experienced Executive Director will be necessary at this stage. This individual
will be charged with overall daily responsibilities of the Agency and will be tasked to ensure the
achievement of all the Strategic Plan Priorities.

Goal: Serve a total of 50 families throughout areas of high poverty in
Mecklenburg County

PRIORITY area
Hire Two Key
Staff Members

Secure
Corporate
Sponsors and
Grants
Family Liaison
Recruitment
Ideas and
Innovation

Families Forward Charlotte
2019-2022 Strategic Plan

DELIVERABLE
a. Hire Executive Director

GROUP ASSIGNED
Board of Directors/Hiring
Committee

b. Hire administrative resources

Board of Directors,
Executive Director

a. Secure corporate sponsors ($100K)

Fundraising Chair

b. Secure individual funding and grants
($200K)

Fundraising Chair

a. Determine leadership roles

b. TBD

FAP Committee

TBD
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Strategic priorities: Year three
July 2021 to June 2022

Allocation of a dedicated physical space is a major milestone planned for year three. The committee
envisions this space being multi-functional and serving as the office and administration space, while
also providing substantial training capabilities for a much larger liaison volunteer base. Additionally,
we anticipate that this site will be a flexible community space to conduct panels and family services
work. This may be an endeavor of FFC alone, or in conjunction with another community partner.
The committee envisions a final important milestone in year three as FFC emerges as a
demonstrated expert on issues and dynamics of poverty in the Queen City derived through front-line
family experiences.

Goal: Serve a total of 70 families throughout areas of high poverty in
Mecklenburg County

PRIORITY area
Hire FAP
Manager

Secure Office
Space

DELIVERABLE
a. Recruit FAP Manager

Executive Director

b. Assess need for additional contractors,
including marketing and social media

Board of Directors,
Executive Director

a. Define appropriate working space for fulltime staff, training, and volunteer use
b. Identify Family Liaison training space
needs and technology needs
a. Develop key messaging

Become an
Expert Voice on
Charlotte-area
Poverty

b. Define and maintain agency metrics
c. Participate in speaking engagements
d. Host and participate in panel discussions

Implement a
New Innovation
idea or Expand
on Idea from
Year Two

Families Forward Charlotte
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GROUP ASSIGNED

a. TBD

Board of Directors,
Executive Director
Board of Directors,
Executive Director, FAP Manager
Executive Director,
Communications/Marketing Chair
Executive Director,
FAP Manager
Board of Directors, Executive
Director, FAP Manager
Board of Directors,
Executive Director

TBD
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Implementation of the Strategic plan
The overall objective of this Strategic Plan is to chart the future course of FFC enabling the Agency to
achieve its mission. This plan is to be used as a roadmap for continuous forward progression,
breathing life into a formal approach for sustained actions derived from the best thinking and
intelligence of its members. Agency leadership is to use this information to steer and direct the
organization to the fulfillment of its mission.
In order to ensure efficiency of all planning functions, a structured cadence of formal performance
reviews is proposed. This formal calendared system has a foundation in time tested continuous
improvement methodologies. A simple Plan-Do-Check-Act logic is built into the Agency planning,
reviewing and action planning.

The pdca logic for planning and review

“The impact that Families Forward Charlotte has had in making families feel supported
and capable is invaluable. It has been amazing to be part of an organization that knows
the value of meeting families where they are and providing support so these families
know they are not going at it alone in trying to tackle the obstacles of poverty.”
Caroline Cox – FFC Programming Chair and Family Liaison
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THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
High -level view

A Cadence of Review and Actions

ANNUAL

Strategic Plan
3 Year View

BOD, Committee,
President, ED

ANNUAL

Current Plan Refresh,
Financials,
Performance
Reviews

President, BOD, ED

BI-ANNUAL

Operational Action
Plan Review &
Progress Reports

President, ED, Board
of Directors

QUARTERLY

Formal Presentions,
Assessment of SP
Progress, Financial,
Revise as Neeeded

President, Executive
Director, Chairs

MONTHLY

Progress Reports,
Metrics, Financial
Top Agency Issues
Resolution

ED, Chairs/Key Staff

Formal Agendas, Metrics and Reports

This formal management process is to be managed by the BOD’s and Executive Director. This gives
the Agency a constant view of overall performance to define current issues for immediate actions,
assess the progress of the Strategic Plan, and provides for redirection as needed.
In May 2019, the Board voted to ratify and implement the Strategic Plan as defined in this document.
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“As a School Social Worker I’ve researched numerous organizations that could help guide
families forward. FFC is literally a dream come true. I’ve seen complete transformations
with many of our families. During carpool today one father ran up to me smiling so hard
and thanked me for connecting him with FFC. He said my life changed because of you... I just
received my citizenship. I had to hold my tears back to finish communicating with him about
his hard work and dedication and how his life changed because he utilized the resources and
support presented to him. I don’t know where many of our families would be without FFC...
myself included.”
Rose Smith, MSW – 2019 CMS Social Worker of the Year/Advisory Board
Member
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